February 1, 2018

This letter serves to notify that Pioneer Valley Educational Press (DBA Pioneer Valley Books) is the sole source and provider of collections comprised of books published by Pioneer Valley Educational Press, Inc.

Pioneer Valley Educational Press, Inc. is also the sole source and provider of the following Guided Reading Collections, including books, lesson cards, and supporting materials:

Literacy Footprints™ (A System for Guided Reading), Literacy Wings™ Intervention Program, Garden Collection™ Book Closet, Pawprints Collection™, and the Bella and Rosie Collection.

Pioneer Valley Educational Press is also the sole source and provider of the following teaching resources:

Bella and Rosie’s ABC Books (boxed set), ABC Chart/Sound Box Cards, Magnetic Letters, Magnetic Letter Trays, Magnetic Letter Storage Box, Pioneer Valley Picture Card Set, Pioneer Valley Word Card Set, Word Study Boxed Set, Comprehension Boxed Set, Prompting Guide Card Set, Magnetic Dry-Erase Easel, Take-Home Book Bags, Word Wall/Analogy Chart Cards, Character Feelings and Traits Chart Cards, Write-On Sleeves, Dry-Erase Markers with Attached Erasers, Vocabulary Solving Cards, Vowel Strip Cards, and Word-Solving Cards. The Lesson Plans, Teaching Guides, and Journals associated with Literacy Footprints Collections are all sole-source products.

Pioneer Valley Educational Press is also the sole source and provider of the following plush companions: Bella and Rosie puppies, Bella and Rosie large dogs, Jack and Daisy pair, Jasper the Cat, Gilbert the Pig, Marshmallow the Pony, Quack the Duck, and Clarence the Dragon.
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